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Community Systems Foundation (CSF) is 
assisting the government of Togo to 
strengthen M&E processes by introducing a 
new data monitoring system.  

CSF, with the support of UNICEF, rolled-out several DataForAll 
(DFA) products in Togo  to track and report progress towards 
the achievement of the SDGs. 

The government of Togo used Devinfo to digitise all of Togo’s 
information and monitor developmental progress. In 
upgrading to DFA applications, government counterparts have 
a stronger set of tools to compile, manage and disseminate 
data on related documents regarding SDGs.  . 

The new DFA Data Manager application allows system 
administrators to manage large data sets. CSF is also 
developing a mobile application that allows data dissemination 
in becoming more accessible. 
 
The transition from DevInfo to DFA entails more flexibility to 
the power users since the management of the database 
becomes easier. They can easily manage the database through 
the DFA Data Manager and the data gets easily reflected in 
data dissemination products like - DFA Dashboard, DFA 
Visualiser as well as the mobile application. 

This new portal puts emphasis on data in all its format - 
resources, metadata, database that can be easily accessible 
and managed.

▪ Planning, Monitoring and Reporting Platform 
to monitor their developmental progress 

▪ An interactive mapper to monitor the 
interventions of UNICEF.

▪ Mobile application to improve data 
dissemination

▪ A powerful visualizer tool configured to the 
database for an intensive data query 

▪ Dynamic data portal to share metadata as 
well as key documents.

▪ Data-driven, evidence-based platform 
to inform national policies. 

▪ Enabling effective and efficient 
monitoring and reporting of results. 

▪ Provides localization of data entry
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Strengthening the Statistical System for Stronger Monitoring and Reporting on the SDGs


